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With Atlas, what you see is what you get
Atlas has always been built as a singular,

Sharepoint is part of a myriad of Microsoft

unified solution. Everything can be accessed

solutions sold under the umbrella of “Office 365”

from a single navigation and all components

which includes its Office Suite, Teams, Yammer,

work as a unified whole.

Exchange, Outlook, One Drive, Business
Intelligence, Dynamics etc. Navigating through its
plans and functionality can be utterly perplexing.

Atlas, a unified “zen”
experience

Sharepoint, the paralysis
of too much choice

With Atlas, the user comes first
Atlas has been crafted with careful

Sharepoint is known for its focus

attention to delivering a beautiful and

towards IT departments in large

simple user experience. Anyone with

enterprises. The result is a clunky and

basic understanding of web apps can

overly complicated user interface that

get up and running the moment they

leaves users feeling lost and

log in.

frustrated.

Experts on Atlas…

In Microsoft’s own words…

HyperOffice offers its own value

The logical result of SharePoint

proposition: ease of use without

Server's flexibility & richness can

compromising functionality.

be a high degree of complexity

Daniel Rasmus, Industry Analyst

around installing and configuring
SharePoint Server correctly.

The Click Comparison
The number of clicks
needed to set up 5 users

50
Sharepoint

Microsoft Technet Library

14
Atlas

Atlas is an end-to-end solution

Overall, I was deeply impressed
by HyperOffice's depth of

Sharepoint is incredibly deep as a solution, but is complex and clunky. Atlas

features, tight integration of all

has the broadest feature-set of all the “Sharepoint alternatives” in the market

its elements, sleek appearance,

which are presented in a simple interface. Atlas also offers some key

and crack support team.

capabilities that are missing even in Sharepoint
Edward Mendleson

Sharepoint

Atlas

Box

Document
Management
Project
Management

The best thing about

Customizable Intranet
Landing pages

HyperOffice is that it combines

Shared Contacts &
Calendars

solution, helping to avoid the

Online database and
web forms

Group chat and video
conferencing

all collaboration tools into one
web app patchwork quilt
problem
Amber Singleton

Atlas offers a wide selection of tools
Your Atlas toolkit consists of a broad range of collaboration sections which are
super simple to use, without compromising on depth of functionality. It is
comparable to Sharepoint in feature depth.

Document
Management

Customizable
Intranet Pages

Project
Management

Contact
Management

Shared Team
Calendars

Custom workflows
and web forms

Social
Communication

You don’t need to be a rocket scientist
to customize Atlas
Atlas can be tailored for your needs with

Sharepoint is endlessly customizable.

drag and drop simplicity.

However, you need to be a “Sharepoint

With the Intranet Publisher, create tailored
collaboration experiences for each team.

Online relational databases & web forms let
you create custom apps for your processes.

In Microsoft’s own words…
Whether on-premises or hosted,
deploying SharePoint Server
requires the IT pro to be heavily
involved.
Microsoft Technet Library

expert” to configure and customize
Sharepoint. The fact that there are thousands
of “Sharepoint certifications” confirms this.

Built with Atlas

Atlas gives you more bang for the buck
With a simple and transparent pricing plan

Whether you deploy Sharepoint server or

ranging from $5 to $3.33 per month, Atlas is

choose Sharepoint online, you have to reckon

a cost leader in the collaboration market.

with considerable “hidden” costs of
deployment, customization and maintenance.

Our estimate is that the typical
organization still requires 65%
of the staffing it needed for onpremises server management
when it moves to Microsoft
Office 365 Enterprise E3.

License
License

$20 - $5 user/month

$5 - $3.3 user/month

Sharepoint

Atlas

Administration

Training
Customization

Implementation

Atlas is cloud native
Since its inception in 2004, HyperOffice is a

After much resistance, the market has

pioneer in deploying massively scalable cloud

compelled Microsoft to fully commit to the

native solutions.

cloud.

This deep experience is fully assimilated in

Office 365 was first launched in mid 2011, and

Atlas which was built ground up as a cloud

was initially an online replica of its legacy

solution and delivers an elegant experience

server solutions – Microsoft Exchange and

with high availability and stability.

Sharepoint. This legacy continues to find an
imprint in the cloud version of Sharepoint

HyperOffice experience in the cloud

2004

Present
Microsoft experience in the cloud
2011

Present
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